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Abstract
In this work, a technique for hydrogen diffusion measurements through thin films is proposed
and demonstrated. A yttrium film, which changes its refractive index upon hydrogen absorption,
is used as an optical sensor to detect hydrogen. The yttrium sensor is coated with a thin (up to
12 nm) layer of test material and exposed to atomic hydrogen. To ensure that the calculated
diffusion constant is not artificially changed by surfaces processes, the test layer is coated with
palladium. Hydrogen diffusion through test layers of Si, Al, Ag, Ru, Mo, Al2O3 and SiO2 were
measured and compared with existing data. The hydrogenation time (time to form YH2) was
found to exponentially scale with the enthalpy of hydrogen solution in the test material.
Comparison between measured diffusion coefficients for different film thicknesses, as well as
previously reported results, highlights the strong dependence of the diffusion constant on
sample fabrication conditions, and hydrogen exposure conditions. It is concluded that diffusion
through thin films can be reliably compared only when specimen form and exposure conditions
are the same. The relevance of this study for applications is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the interactions between hydrogen and solids
has been a focus of many studies. Interest in this topic has
been motivated by the high susceptibility of many materials
to hydrogen containing environments. Furthermore, uptake of
hydrogen can induce changes in material properties, such as
conductivity and durability. This is due to the small size of the
hydrogen atom that allows its fast diffusion into the bulk of
materials, and the high reactivity of hydrogen with metals and
other materials.

Original content from this workmay be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any fur-

ther distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the
title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

Studies of hydrogen interactions with solid materials span
decades and a large variety of measurement techniques have
been employed, depending on measured parameters and type
of sample under investigation. To measure the hydrogen con-
centration absorbed by amaterial, techniques such as volumet-
ric and mass difference measurements, nuclear reaction ana-
lysis and elastic recoil detection analysis have been employed
[1]. For the measurement of H mobility, permeation measure-
ments [2, 3], and optical techniques like hydrogenography [4]
are often used. However, the measured parameters may have
different definitions, depending on both the chosen method,
and the size and shape of the specimen. Indeed, a wide variety
of solid materials have been investigated, including powders,
micrometer-thick membranes, wires, tubes, and nanometer-
thick thin films, which makes a direct comparison between the
hydrogen mobilities or concentrations obtained from different
studies unreliable.
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Hydrogen uptake by and mobility in thin films is not
the same as in a bulk sample due to structural differences,
making comparison (direct or indirect) between experimental
results extremely challenging. Yet, knowledge of hydro-
gen permeability through micro- and nanometer-thick lay-
ers is essential for hydrogen barrier applications. Shielding
materials for hydrogen is relevant to applications such as
nuclear fusion reactors [5], extreme ultraviolet lithography
[6, 7] and space engineering, since uptake of hydrogen can
lead to, for example, hydrogen embrittlement [8] or blister
formation [9]. It is, therefore, highly desirable to develop
a method that makes a direct comparison between hydro-
gen permeation through thin films of different materials
possible.

Optical sensors are often used to measure the uptake of
hydrogen. Optical sensors offer safe integration into hydro-
gen environments, since they do not need electrical contacts
to the sample under investigation, as would be the case with
resistivity methods. In addition, optical measurements are eas-
ily accessible, straightforward to apply in situ, and can be
used over a wider pressure range, as opposed to ion beam
methods [10].

In this work, we demonstrate an effective method for com-
paring the hydrogen transport through thin films of differ-
ent materials. The hydrogen permeation through test layers of
Ag, Al, Si, Ru, Mo, Cu, SiO2 and Al2O3 was studied using a
Y sensor layer. Diffusion constants are obtained for several
samples, which show that for many ultrathin films, the dif-
fusion constant is strongly dependent on the film thickness.
By comparing the tabulated heat of dissolution with the time
it takes to saturate the Y layer, it is possible to qualitatively
determine the relative contribution between dissolution and
other diffusive mechanisms. By comparing the hydrogenation
rates, the limiting processes for hydrogen transport are dis-
cussed. This work builds upon previous work in our group on
studying the interaction of hydrogen with thin film materials,
using a Y sensor layer. The knowledge on the influence of the
surface material properties on H uptake kinetics [11] allowed
a sample structure to be designed, and exposure conditions
chosen, for which diffusion through the test layer limits the
overall hydrogenation rate, as detailed in section 2. Together
with our previous calibration of ellipsometry signatures of dif-
ferent Y hydride phases [12], this allowed us to study diffu-
sion through a larger set of materials and compare these results
to literature data and our previous publication on H diffusion
through Ru [13].

2. Sensor model

Some metals show large changes in optical properties upon
hydride formation, which makes them good candidates as a
hydrogen sensor [14, 15]. For instance, Y forms di- and tri-
hydride upon exposure to hydrogen, which can be readily
detected optically with, for example, ellipsometry or transmis-
sion measurements. When depositing a test layer of material
under investigation on a Y film, it is possible, provided that

the layer stack and exposure conditions are properly chosen,
to relate the measured hydrogenation rate of Y to hydrogen
diffusivity through the test layer. Effectively, to obtain the
diffusivity of the test layer and to compare diffusion con-
stants, the layer stack must be chosen such that differences
in surface processes are eliminated [11, 16], that the flux
through the sample surface is known, and that the diffusion
through the test layer is slow compared to diffusion through
all other layers in the stack [13]. The results below indicate
that these conditions may be readily met for a wide range
of materials.

Previous studies on hydrogenation kinetics of Y films with
a protective or catalytic capping layer showed that the hydro-
genation process may be limited by surface processes on the
capping layer, bulk diffusion processes, or interface processes
[16, 17]. Surface processes may even determine which hydride
forms. For instance, a Ru cap leads to the formation of YH3,
while a Ag cap prevents any measurable hydrogenation [11].
To eliminate the difference in ad- and desorption kinetics of
hydrogen for each material and its influence on the satura-
tion level of the Y layer with hydrogen [11], a palladium
capping layer is added on top of the test layer to promote
hydrogen adsorption and make the influence of the surface
processes equal for all test layer materials. In this way, as
was proposed in prior work [13], the transport of hydrogen
through test layers can be studied and compared for differ-
ent materials. In addition, the use of Pd capping layer in so-
called switchable Y mirrors has been demonstrated in a prior
study [18].

In order to obtain the diffusivity, the flux of (atomic) hydro-
gen through the test layer must be known. In most research,
the sample is subjected to a known molecular hydrogen pres-
sure, which requires that the influence of the H2 chemisorption
and dissociation on the measured hydrogenation rate should
be taken into account in order to calculate the flux. To elim-
inate the influence of dissociation, we expose test samples to
atomic H. Atomic H also has a higher sticking probability than
H2, which allows saturated surface coverage to be reached at
low hydrogen pressures, thereby reducing the role of surface
processes on the overall hydrogen diffusion rate through the
stack. The experimental evidence of the accelerated diffusion
rate when using an atomic hydrogen source in combination
with a Pd cap is shown further in the Results and discussion
section (see figures 2 and 3).

Pd has a large hydrogen diffusion constant and (in compar-
ison to other metals) absorbs hydrogen rapidly [19]. Provided
that the test materials have a lower diffusion constant than Pd,
the combination of atomic hydrogen and Pd ensures that all
test materials, denoted as Ma, will be exposed to the same
(relatively high) hydrogen concentration at the Pd/Ma inter-
face. Thus, by creating samples that have the same surface (Pd
in our case) and ensuring that the top Pd layer is saturated,
then the hydrogenation rate of the sensor film can be associ-
ated with hydrogen permeation through the test layer. This has
the additional advantage of working at hydrogen pressures that
are compatible with (ultra) high vacuum systems, in contrast
to previous work with molecular H2 [13].
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Figure 1. Sketch of the sample structure (a) with metal or Si test
layer and (b) with oxide test layer (additional thin metal layer is
added for protection of the Y film from oxidation).

3. Experimental

For this study, pre-cut 15 × 15 mm2 Si(001) wafer pieces
were coated with thin films using DC magnetron sputtering,
with the substrate held at room temperature. Deposition rates
were calibrated with the aid of thickness measurements by Cu
Kα x-ray reflection measurements. In combination with long
term reproducibility of deposition rates, this leads to thickness
errors of about 2% of the deposited film thickness. The film
stacks consisted of a Y sensing layer, a test layer (Ma), and
a Pd capping layer, which promotes hydrogen absorption (see
figure 1(a) and table 1). The consecutive layers were depos-
ited without breaking vacuum. Four sets of samples with test
layer thicknesses between 3–12 nm (see table 1) were made
for each material type. The oxide test layers Al2O3 and SiO2

were reactively sputtered in Ar/O2 plasma. Prior to reactive
deposition of the oxide film, 2 nm Al (or Si in case of SiO2)
layer was deposited on the Y film to prevent Y oxidation by
exposure to reactive O species in the plasma (see figure 1(b)).
The stoichiometry of the oxides and purity of the Y layer

Table 1. List of the test materials (Ma) and layer thicknesses in the
Pd/Ma/Y layer stacks. The Pd layer was 4 nm for all samples.
Values that differ from the rest are highlighted in bold.

Test layer Y layer

Material Thicknesses, nm Thickness, nm

Si 3, 6, 9, 12 70
Al 3, 6, 9, 12 70
Ag 3, 6, 9, 12 70
Ru 5, 7, 9, 12 70
Mo 3, 6, 9, 12 80
Cu 3, 6, 9, 12 70
SiO2 3, 6, 9, 12 70
Al2O3 3, 6, 9, 12 70

were confirmed with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Thermo Fisher) after deposition. The roughness of the samples
is dominated by the roughness of the 70 nm Y film. Typical
samples show a 0.6 nm root mean square roughness measured
in a 1 × 1 µm2 atomic force microscopy image [11].

For exposures to H·, the samples were moved in air to a
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 2 × 10−8 mbar.
Atomic hydrogen was generated by flowing 100 sccm H2 gas
over a tungsten filament heated to 2000˚C, which was con-
firmed by measuring the temperature with an infrared temper-
ature sensor (Raytek, RayMR1SCCF). A spectroscopic ellip-
someter (Woollam M-2000XI, spectral range 240–1600 nm)
was mounted to the vacuum system at an incidence angle of
approximately 75˚ with respect to the surface normal, illumin-
ating the front side of the sample. This allowed the evolution of
Y hydrogenation to be measured in situ. The hydrogen expos-
ure was terminated when the ellipsometric angles stopped
changing, which previous work had confirmed to correspond
to a formed YH2 phase [12]. Additionally, post-exposure x-
Ray diffraction (XRD, Panalytical Empyrean) measurements
were used to verify the presence of YH2.

4. Results and discussion

Before comparing the diffusion of hydrogen through thin films
of different materials, we first demonstrate results showing
the relevance of the Pd capping layer and atomic hydrogen
source used in this work. In prior diffusion experiments, where
molecular H2 was used as hydrogen source, Pd caps acted
both as a catalyst for H2 dissociation, and as a protective layer
for avoiding oxide formation on Y [14]. In this work, the Pd
cap ensures that the test layer is subjected to the same atomic
hydrogen concentration. For comparison, the hydrogenation
of a multilayer with and without a Pd capping layer (Pd/Ru/Y
and Ru/Y) is shown in figure 2. The speed of hydrogena-
tion is significantly faster indicating the importance of surface
processes.

The influence of the surface is further illustrated in figure 3,
where the speed of hydrogenation for molecular and atomic
hydrogen fluxes are compared. Atomic hydrogen clearly
allows for much faster hydrogenation due to the elimination
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Figure 2. Ellipsometry monitoring of hydrogenation with and
without a Pd capping layer. In the presence of a Pd cap, the
hydrogenation of Y saturates at the YH2 phase (top), while a Ru/Y
bilayer hydrogenates to a higher hydride, YH3 (bottom).

of the dissociation process and the increase in the sticking
coefficient.

The Pd/Ma/Y structured samples were exposed to atomic
hydrogen until the Y layer was saturated and YH2 formed.
Formation of YH2 is derived from saturation of the values of
ellipsometry angles Ψ and ∆ after a characteristic change as
visible in figures 2 and 3 [11, 12]. It should be noted that the
exact values of Ψ and ∆ that correspond to YH2 formation
depend on the type of sample, since the ellipsometry signal
is also influenced by the thicknesses and materials of other
layers in the sample. Figure 4 shows the time taken to obtain
the YH2 phase for different Ma layer thicknesses. Note that
the hydrogenation time for copper and molybdenum is, for
the thickest layers, more than two orders of magnitude faster
than for the remaining materials. Furthermore, both Si and Al
samples could only be hydrogenated for layers up to 6 nm thick
in the time allowed for the experiment (up to 10 d of continu-
ous exposure, limited by the lifetime of theW filament). When
the hydrogen exposure was started, changes in the ellipsomet-
ric angles Ψ and∆ due to Y lattice expansion [12] (similar to
the first 40 min of exposure in the bottom graph in figure 2),
were immediately apparent on all non-oxide samples, even for
samples with slow hydrogenation, such as those with 6 nm
Si or Al. The Al2O3 and SiO2 oxide layers, on the contrary,
showed no evidence that hydrogenation of the Y film had star-
ted after exposure to atomic hydrogen for times 195 h and
141 h, respectively (indicated with dotted lines). This was con-
firmed later with XRD measurements of the exposed samples,
which found diffraction peaks for the Y phase only and no
evidence of YH2 formation.

There is no increase of the hydrogenation time for thicker
Cu layers (figure 4). This indicates that Cu is not a limit-
ing factor for hydrogen transport through the layered stack.
It is interesting to note that the hydrogenation time actually
decreases for a Cu thickness larger than 3 nm. It may be that
alloying of Pd and Cu influences the hydrogenation speed
[20]. The 3 nm Cu layer has a thinner interface with Pd and,

consequently, forms a Pd-Cu alloy with a higher Pd content.
For the thicker Cu layers, the thickness of the interface is likely
to be the same, though it is thicker than for the 3 nm Cu layer.
This results in a higher concentration of Cu in the Pd-Cu alloy,
which leads to a higher H diffusivity and smaller measured
times [20].

It is likely that the hydrogen transport for 3 nm thick test
layers of Al and Si is much faster compared to 6 nm thick lay-
ers because the 3 nm thick films do not form a closed layer. The
failure to form a closed layer may be due to intermixing with Y
or surface segregation of Y [21]. This results in pinholes form-
ing, allowing direct contact between Pd and Y, which creates
faster pathways for hydrogen transport compared to the path-
way through the test layer.

The measured hydrogenation time grows with the thickness
of the layer for all test layers except Cu. The times only reflect
the accumulation of hydrogen in theY sensor layer, whichmay
be limited by a number of processes, includingH adsorption on
the Pd surface, surface-to-bulk transport at the Pd surface, dif-
fusion in Pd, Y and, of course, diffusion through the test layer.
When the measured hydrogenation time increases for thicker
test layers, this indicates that the H permeability through the
test layer has considerable impact on the overall hydrogena-
tion kinetics. On the other hand, when the hydrogenation time
is independent of, or do not increase with, test layer thickness,
as in case of Cu, H permeates through the test layermuch faster
compared to the other processes. Therefore, we exclude Cu
containing samples from the following analysis. Instead, Cu
hydrogenation times are used as a limiting case to estimate the
influence of surface processes on hydrogenation kinetics.

As prior research shows [22], hydrogen uptake in the Pd/Y
system is limited by surface processes. The use of H· accel-
erates H uptake significantly, but the hydrogenation still takes
several minutes in the conditions of our experiment. Taking
into account the diffusion coefficients of hydrogen in Pd and
Y at room temperature (shown in table 2) a diffusion model as
described in previous work (see [13] and further explanation in
this paper) can be used to estimate the diffusion time through
Pd and Y layers [13, 23]. Using this model, the time that is
needed to obtain the required hydrogen fluence for YH2 satur-
ation through 4 nm Pd and 70 nm of Y would be about 0.01
and 0.21 s, respectively. Since this is few orders of magnitude
faster than the observed hydrogenation time, this confirms our
assumption that the uptake is limited by surface processes in
the case of a Cu test layer.

In order to evaluate the relative speed of diffusion through
the different test materials, we now focus on measured hydro-
genation times for 6 nm test layers, since, for that thickness,
saturation to YH2 could be reached for all non-oxide test
materials, while artefacts due to pinholes are expected to be
absent. In figure 5, these hydrogenation times are compared to
the heat of solution of H in the test material, where a lower heat
of solution indicates that it is thermodynamically more favor-
able to dissolve hydrogen in the material. Though the mechan-
ism of the hydrogen transport may vary from one material to
another, the apparent hydrogenation time (which is inversely
proportional to the diffusion constant) exponentially scales
with the heat of H solution. This suggests that the heat of H
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Figure 3. Ellipsometry monitoring (at wavelength 1111.9 nm) of hydrogenation of a Pd/Y bilayer with (a) atomic hydrogen (generated with
W filament) with a H2 flow of 100 sccm and (b) with only molecular hydrogen of 200 sccm flow. For atomic hydrogen exposure the filament
was switched on before introducing hydrogen to the chamber. The vertical line ‘H2 on’ marks the time at which hydrogen is admitted in the
chamber.

Figure 4. Time required for YH2 formation for different test layers
(Cu, Mo, Ru, Ag, Al, and Si) depending on the thickness of the test
layer. The hydrogen flow was set to 100 sccm for all test layers
except for Mo, where it was reduced to 26 sccm in order to prevent
that hydrogenation would be faster than the time resolution of
ellipsometry monitoring. No measurable hydrogenation was
observed for 3 and 6 nm thick Al2O3 and SiO2 test layers in the
indicated times.

solution can serve as an initial reference parameter for estim-
ating the hydrogen transport rate through thin films. It should
be noted that, to our knowledge, there is no theoretical explan-
ation available in literature that relates hydrogen diffusionwith
heat of solution in a material.

For Ru, Ag, Al and Si the hydrogenation time increases
much faster with layer thickness compared to Mo, where the
results follow a linear diffusion model described earlier [13].
We speculate that for polycrystalline materials (Ru, Al and
Ag), where the hydrogen solubility is low compared to Mo,
defects and grain boundaries are the main pathway for hydro-
gen diffusion. Since the grain structure (and possibly also the
defect density) is expected to change as a function of film

thickness, the hydrogen permeability of the test material can
be expected to depend on film thickness. Si, on the other
hand, forms a non-crystalline amorphous layer, which elimin-
ates grain boundary diffusion, making the influence of defects
more significant. Defects in amorphous silicon are known to
trap hydrogen and, consequently, should increase the hydro-
genation time [33].

When the test layer limits hydrogen uptake, a concentration
gradient of hydrogen forms across the test layer. In the case
of thin layers, the steady state regime of diffusion is reached
much faster than the H loading time. Therefore, the concentra-
tion gradient can be assumed linear and time-independent dur-
ing the entire hydrogenation process, as was previously shown
by Borgschulte and Gremaud [23]. Assuming that hydrogen
uptake is limited by diffusion through the test layer (via grain
boundaries or bulk), the hydrogenation rates should scale lin-
early with the diffusion constant of the test layer. To test
this, the hydrogenation times were calculated with a simpli-
fied model (described in detail in [13]) for hydrogen diffusion
through a layered stack [13]. According to Fick’s second law,
the change in hydrogen concentration, C, with respect to time,
t, in the test layer can be expressed as a function of the diffu-
sion constant, D, and depth, z, in the test layer:

∂C
∂t

= D
∂2C
∂z2

. (1)

The model takes into account H diffusion in the test layer
resulting from a fixed concentration at the boundaries, assum-
ing the concentrations at the Pd/Ma and Ma/Y interfaces to be
CPd (justified by the rapid absorption in Pd compared to diffu-
sion through the test layer) and zero, respectively (see figure
6(a)). At the Ma/Y interface, the negative enthalpy of forma-
tion of YH2 (compared to positive enthalpy of formation for
the test materials) ensures that Y acts as a sink for H, such
that the concentration can be assumed to be close to zero [13].
The hydrogen flux at Ma/Y interface is calculated using the
diffusion equation (1). The total number of hydrogen atoms
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Table 2. Literature values of heat of solution and diffusion coefficient of hydrogen at room temperature for test materials, Pd and Y.
Specimen type and method of measuring diffusion constant are indicated for literature data, including reference.

Heat of solution Diffusion con- Reported diffusion
Crystal of hydrogen, stant range from constant at room

Material structure eV/atom [24] this study, m2/s temperature, m2/s Reference

1.9 × 10−23 7 mm thick foil, electromigration [25]Mo bcc 0.259 1.48 × 10−18–2.63 × 10−18

2.1 × 10−17 Tube, permeation through tube walls
[26]

2.2 × 10−13 Spherical single crystal, thermal
outgassing [27]Cu fcc 0.476

1.1 × 10−14 [28]
Ru hcp 0.559 5.7 × 10−21–5.9 × 10−19 1.9 × 10−19 nm thick film, hydrogenography [13]

2.6 × 10−11 2 mm thick wire, desorption; [29]Al fcc 0.621 1.4 × 10−21–1.23 × 10−18

5.2 × 10−22 10 mm block, desorption [29]
5.3 × 10−12 µm thick thick membrane, permeation

[30]Ag fcc 0.652 3.9 × 10−21–4.5 × 10−19

1.9 × 10−13 [28]
1.1 × 10−23 µm thick film of poly-Si, SIMS [31]Si fcc 1.865 7.4 × 10−22–1.31 × 10−18

2.2 × 10−32 a-Si, H-D interdiffusion [32]
Pd fcc −0.103 1.9 × 10−15 nm thick films, electrochemical stripping

technique [19]
Y hcp −0.818 3 × 10−14 nm thick films, hydrogenography [22]

Figure 5. Hydrogenation time for layer stacks with 6 nm films of
test material versus the heat of solution of hydrogen in test materials
(note the logarithmic scale). The time scales with the heat of
solution exponentially. The fitted line is proportional toexp(α∆H),
with α a constant.

accumulated in Y film can be then obtained by integrating the
calculated hydrogen flux over the exposure time. This allows
the hydrogenation time of the Y film to be estimated as a func-
tion of the thickness of the test layer. The calculation results
for three different diffusion coefficients are presented in figure
6(b). A higher diffusion coefficient leads to faster hydrogena-
tion, however, the slope of time versus test layer thickness in a
semilogarithmic plot remains the same. The effect of a chan-
ging diffusion constant is a vertical offset. The best fit for Mo
samples is shown along with the measured data. The data for
the other test layers cannot be fit by a single diffusion constant
for thematerial, implying that themechanisms of the hydrogen
diffusion depends on film thickness. Thus, the hydrogenation
rates of thin-films in the range of 3–12 nm cannot be predicted
by a diffusion model using only a single diffusion constant.
This is in line with a prior study of Pasturel et al [34], where

the measured hydrogen uptake by a Mg2Ni hydrogen sensitive
layer did not depend in a straightforward way on the diffusiv-
ity in test metal layers. These results suggest that the diffusion
constant of hydrogen through the test layers depends on layer
structure and thickness, as discussed above. In addition, the
solubility and film structure have a stronger influence on the
hydrogen concentration gradient than included in our model.

Using the described model, effective diffusion coefficients
were calculated for each measurement point in figure 4,
(excluding Cu). The ranges of the obtained diffusion coeffi-
cients are shown in table 2.

When comparing the diffusion coefficients obtained in this
work to the values from literature for materials used in this
study (see table 2), a few interesting observations can bemade.
The obtained coefficients for Ru samples agree with the value
from the previous study, which used Ru films deposited in the
same conditions as in this work. On the contrary, literature val-
ues for H diffusion in Ag are six orders of magnitude higher
than the range of the calculated values, which is likely caused
by the difference in sample microstructure.

Al presents an interesting case. Previous studies show a
13 order of magnitude spread in reported H diffusion con-
stants, which is likely caused by different diffusion pathways
(bulk, vacancies, or defects) dominating for samples invest-
igated in different conditions [29]. According to table 2, the
largest reported diffusion constant for Al is higher than for
Pd and Y, meaning that the results for Al should be similar
to those of Cu. However, the calculated diffusion coefficient
for Al in this work is in line with those of the smaller diffu-
sion constants found in the literature (see table 2). Our res-
ults add to the body of evidence that suggests that the effect-
ive diffusion rate in Al is extremely sensitive to experimental
conditions, including film deposition parameters. The relat-
ively low heat of solution predicts fast diffusion processes (see

6
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Figure 6. (a) A sketch of the hydrogen concentration profile assumed in the diffusion model. (b) Calculated hydrogenation times as a
function of the layer thickness for three values of the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the test layer. The best fit for the Mo measured
data is shown.

figure 5), in agreement with larger diffusion constants. How-
ever, as discussed in [29], it is possible that a large density
of defects or vacancies increases the measured hydrogenation
time.

A wide spread of reported diffusion coefficients is also
observed for Mo and Si (table 2). This, combined with the
(large) qualitative differences in hydrogen diffusion between
our experiment and literature values of hydrogen diffusion,
may be related to different methods used for probing diffusion,
the different form of materials (thin films, powders or bulk
materials), and, for thin-films, different deposition conditions,
used for those studies. This stresses the importance that the
measurement of diffusion constants or comparison of hydro-
gen diffusion properties should be performed with materials
fabricated using similar methods, and identical methods for
probing hydrogen diffusion should be used.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this work, we demonstrated a method for measuring hydro-
gen permeation through nanometer range thin films of Si, Al,
Ag, Ru, Mo, Cu, SiO2 and Al2O3 deposited on top of a Y film
that acts as sensor layer. Ellipsometry was used to monitor the
transition of the Y film to YH2, in order to extract the relat-
ive rate of hydrogen diffusion through the test films as func-
tion of material and thickness. All samples had a protective Pd
capping layer that ensures that all test materials were exposed
to the same concentration of H dissolved in Pd at the Pd/test
material interface.

No hydrogen diffusion through SiO2 and Al2O3 could
be observed for the conditions and accessible time scales
of this work. This indicates that oxides in general are bet-
ter barriers for hydrogen diffusion compared to elemental
materials, which is in agreement with prior studies using
molecular hydrogen [35, 36]. It was shown earlier [37]
that hydrogen diffusivity in oxides proceeds via hydrogen
jumping between neighboring oxygen atoms and relies on
dynamics of the host oxide atoms. Close packed oxides

(like Al2O3 and SiO2) do not allow a high degree of O-
atom movement and, hence, act as an efficient hydrogen
barrier.

We observed that for all metals, except Cu, the hydrogen-
ation rate of Y was limited by H diffusion through the test
material. The hydrogenation time roughly scales with the heat
of solution of H in the test material, indicating that heat of solu-
tion can serve as a first indicator for H diffusion speed through
a material. The calculated diffusion constants are within the
range of diffusion constant values reported in literature, with
the exception of that of Ag. However, the range of values also
indicates the importance of systematic effects due to differ-
ences in measurement methods and material preparation. This
stresses the importance that H diffusion properties should be
measured in a sample structure that is directly relevant for the
application for which H diffusion properties are to be determ-
ined. Nevertheless, the proposed sensor is a valuable tool when
the evaluation of the hydrogen diffusion is needed for test lay-
ers at hand.
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